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Observations from  
“on the ground” from China 

China IC Industry has been growing at 48% CAGR in the last decade.  However, the industry started from an extremely low base. 
The revenue of top 16 Chinese IC Design House is ~$3B (USD) in 2011, for a $60B industry.  Qualcomm’s FY11 revenue is 
over $19B 
Despite rapid growth, China’s total Fab capacity is roughly 1/3 to 1/2 of the “Big Guys”, and more importantly gearing 
toward trailing edge technology nodes 
So still there is a lot of room for growth... 

China’s Process technology still trails well behind leading edge.  
By ~2014, SMIC expected to move up to ~2 years behind leading edge foundries and ~4 years behind Intel even with 
aggressive 28nm schedule 
45/40nm node revenue for Q4’12 is expected to be <9% of SMIC total revenue (it was 0.3% in Q4’11) 

The “indigenous innovation” is deeply rooted from the belief that dependence on foreign suppliers is fundamentally unacceptable 
to China’s leaders 

IC industry is regarded as the “Key industry” vital to China’s future and economic independence  
National pride and national security also are critical reasons for developing an complete IC ecosystem  

China has a nearly complete IT supply chain (at least for trailing edge design/manufacturing) – as indicated in the picture below 
Reasonable work-around exists for gaps to leading edge (TSMC/Global Foundries) wrt process technology and 
manufacturing 
Expected to continue moving up its value chain... 

has clear indigenous competency in both the low end (cell phone, lap tops) and HPC (Godson servers, Top 500 list) 
Wide range of supporting technologies knowledge being developed or acquired  

Circuit design (48% CAGR 2001-2010); Systems  (Lenovo, Huawei, ZTE); Operating Systems (Red Flag Linux, Kyle) 
Search Engines (Baidu); Social Media (SINA-WEIBO, Alibaba group..); Technology  (SMIC - IBM/IMEC deals) 
SMIC 45nm, Hynix DRAM; Samsung 20nm NAND Fab in Xi’an; Intel 65nm Logic Fab in Dalian  

China’s 12th 5-yr plan has placed “indigenous architecture and manufacturing” as a priority 
Goals: scale of the industry to double or more (Rev = 330B Yuan, AGR = 18%, WWMSS = 15%, supply to domestic 
demand = 30%) 
key core technologies and products 

IC Design - 22 nm capability, develop a number of core chips with internal IP, Domestic -developed IC > 30% 
internal demand 
Mfg – Volume production in 12” 32nm, and begins 28 nm. Achieve advanced niche technology in High-V,  MEMS 
SiGe  
A/T 
EQ, Instr, Mat: Key equipment up to 12 inches, 32-nm, 12-inch single crystal silicon and epitaxial wafer mass 
production 

structural adjustment achieved significant results: Design =1/3, mfg + A/T = 2/3 
further improve the industry supply chain: Strengthen EQ, Instrument, material supply chain 
formation of a number of internationally competitive enterprises 

5-10 > 2B Yuan key design houses, 1 in WW top 10;  
1-2 >20B Yuan mfg;  
2-3  >7B Yuan A/T, in WW top 10 

establishment of enterprises centric Industry-academic-research-end use coordinated technology innovation system 
It is likely that China will start to adopt its “indigenous architecture” (ARM, MIPS, or Godson, etc.) within 5 years, although the 
leading edge manufacturing is likely to happen outside China. 

Within industry moves to 450mm and sub-10nm node, it would take $10+B to build a Fab (and $3-5B for leading edge 
product design) 
Chinese Government will have to decide what role it plays in IC industry, as the industry consolidation to “a big few” is 
inevitable.  

Some of the potential reasons that China IC has not really taken off as fast as it should or the Government wanted: 
Lack of industry structure: the mfg supply chain is not nearly complete at all.  Key and enabling equipment suppliers are 
all non-China based. 

Its foundry support ecosystem is trailing well behind TSMC and Samsung. 
Firm level innovation capacity:  Chinese engineers are trained more on following than out of box thinking.  $300M +10% of 
SMIC lawsuit lost to TSMC – price of “Copy to catch up”. 
Lack of business model innovation: Chinese Foundries typically engage as an alternate low cost / commodity /niche 
supplier. 

The growth opportunity in that context is limited.  
Customers also wanted performance, power, quality, in addition to cost. 
High switching cost...changing Si supplier is difficult and takes 1-2 years 

Concerns of IP dilution/loss in China (design/mask/process technology) 
High entry barrier for leading edge capability (SIMC has to license 45nm and HKMG from IBM 
Talent pool: my judgment is that China does not yet have a critical engineering mass capable of process technology 
development closer to the leading edge 

University/vocational school/graduate school does not yet have a comprehensive capability on IC design and process 
development 
The education system does not recognize and reward out of box and creative thinking 

Capital spending and Fab capacity, although grew rapidly in the last decade, are only small portions to the world total 
Other observations 

Locally owned Fab Technology and capacity (SMIC, etc)  not enough but may improve in the next 5 years, but not enough 
to eliminate the need either foreign owned Fabs in China, or Chinese controlled capacity in the international foundry 
market (TSMC, Glofo, Samsung, Intel).  SMIC building 2 new 28nm Fabs with Gov’t support 
Developing SOC technologies, such as licensed non-IA cores (ARM, MIPS…) that includes indigenous IP blocks for specific 
functions such as encryption, wireless, power management, is well within the current capability of many Chinese 
engineering companies today.   
ARM/Android design and manufacturing ecosystem has relatively low barrier to entry. 
Demonstrated ability to export aggressively (Huawei, Lenovo, windmills, solar panels,…..) 
The status quo may be in China’s interest, maximizing interactions with the Western technology ecosystem to harvest IP 
and develop business experience.  
The current complexities and scaling to sub-20nm technology coupled with the transition to 450mm manufacturing 
technology will result in manufacturing consolidation. This may force China’s hand to take action sooner, in less than 5 
years, before the industry consolidates with Intel, TSMC and Samsung as leaders.  
Rampant piracy may be discouraging indigenous development of software 
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